**Checklist Usage**

The checklists contain notes on how each ADA compliance requirement for permanent pedestrian facilities. The checklists are a tool for personnel to use in determining compliance of pedestrian facilities. Personnel must verify that contact compliance of pedestrian facilities has been obtained. Generally, compliance requirements will be more conservative than the ADA compliance requirements. In the event verification inspection shows non-compliance with contractual requirements, notify the contractor of the non-compliant work in accordance with Section 5.1.9, “Nonconformity and Unusual Work,” of the Standard Specifications and inserts of the pedistrian facility is ADA compliant. Pedestrian facilities constructed under the contract that are noncompliant with ADA requirements must be corrected. If ADA compliance is achieved, but contractual compliance is not, the pedestrian facilities may remain in place subject to a credit to the Department through an approved change order.

**Checklists**

**General Sidewalk / Path of Travel Checklist**
- Grenn, mhall, and alp munnat – Sidewalk constructed with concrete materials with less than 3 inches depth to be part of permanent path of travel. [Inspector Report – Field Verify]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].
- Maximum average width is 6 feet exclusive of curb width. [Inspector Report – Field Measurement]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].
- "Exception - The sidewalk may be reduced to 32.5 inches minimum for a length of 24 inches maximum. [Inspector Report – Field Measurement]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].
- "Exception - The curbs are separated by not more than 48 inches in length and maximum 48 inches wide maximum. [Inspector Report – Field Measurement]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].
- Maximum running slope for pedestrian access route in existing roadway may not exceed the roadway’s general profile grade. [Inspector Report – Field Measurement]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].

**Linespace**

- Where openings or grates are in the path of travel, they shall have spaces not greater than 1.5 inches in one direction. If openings or grates have elongated openings, they shall be spaced so that the longest dimension is perpendicular to the dominant direction of travel. [Inspector Report – Field Verify]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].

**CAMPUS GUIDELINES | ADA COMPLIANCE (TYPICAL FOR ALL FREESTANDING SIGNAGE)**

- Minimum running slope for sidewalks adjacent to an existing roadway may not exceed the roadway’s general profile grade. [Inspector Report – Field Measurement]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].
- Special condition for maximum running slope of sidewalks at driveways is 8 percent. [Inspector Report – Field Measurement]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].
- Maximum curb slope for sidewalks adjacent to access routes is 2.5 percent. [Inspector Report – Field Measurement]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].

**Linespace**

- Minimum running slope for sidewalks adjacent to an existing roadway may not exceed the roadway’s general profile grade. [Inspector Report – Field Measurement]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].
- Special condition for maximum running slope of sidewalks at driveways is 8 percent. [Inspector Report – Field Measurement]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].
- Minimum curb slope for sidewalks adjacent to access routes is 2.5 percent. [Inspector Report – Field Measurement]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].

**General Sidewalk / Path of Travel Checklist**
- Grenn, mhall, and alp munnat – Sidewalk constructed with concrete materials with less than 3 inches depth to be part of permanent path of travel. [Inspector Report – Field Verify]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].
- Maximum average width is 6 feet exclusive of curb width. [Inspector Report – Field Measurement]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].
- "Exception - The sidewalk may be reduced to 32.5 inches minimum for a length of 24 inches maximum. [Inspector Report – Field Measurement]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].
- "Exception - The curbs are separated by not more than 48 inches in length and maximum 48 inches wide maximum. [Inspector Report – Field Measurement]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].
- Maximum running slope for pedestrian access route in existing roadway may not exceed the roadway’s general profile grade. [Inspector Report – Field Measurement]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].

**General Sidewalk / Path of Travel Checklist**
- Grenn, mhall, and alp munnat – Sidewalk constructed with concrete materials with less than 3 inches depth to be part of permanent path of travel. [Inspector Report – Field Verify]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].
- Maximum average width is 6 feet exclusive of curb width. [Inspector Report – Field Measurement]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].
- "Exception - The sidewalk may be reduced to 32.5 inches minimum for a length of 24 inches maximum. [Inspector Report – Field Measurement]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].
- "Exception - The curbs are separated by not more than 48 inches in length and maximum 48 inches wide maximum. [Inspector Report – Field Measurement]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].
- Maximum running slope for pedestrian access route in existing roadway may not exceed the roadway’s general profile grade. [Inspector Report – Field Measurement]. [DB 82-06 4.1(3)].

**Typical: Measure on site to ensure clear space width of 48" around signs located in path-of-travel. Reference checklists located in the Cal Trans Permanent Facilities ADA Handbook to ensure compliance with all ADA placement guidelines. Reference the full Cal Trans document prior to installation.**

**General Sidewalk / Path of Travel Checklist provided here for installer’s convenience.**

**LINK:** (click to access)

**Cal Trans Permanent Facilities ADA Handbook**
**SPECIFICATION**
Digitally printed 36" diameter outdoor grade adhesive back vinyl decals on Floor Vinyl GF210 with Floor nonslip over lamine.

**LOCATION GUIDELINES**
- center in path of travel
- center within landscape features such as concrete break lines, grout lines, intersections, bollards
- locate wherever CVD-05 Exterior Circulation Signs are found
- reference plans for additional location details
**LOCATION GUIDELINES**

- Locate at queue areas

**SPECIFICATION**

Digitally printed 16" diameter outdoor grade adhesive back vinyl decals on Floor Vinyl GF210 with Floor nonslip over-laminate.

**CONTEXT VIEW**

CAMPUS GUIDELINES | CVD-02 SMALL GROUND ARROW DECALS

16" DIA

1 1/2" = 1'-0"

CVD-02 SMALL GROUND ARROW DECALS
CVD-03 GROUND 6FT DISTANCE DECALS
CAMPUS GUIDELINES | CVD-03 GROUND 6FT DISTANCE DECALS

SPECIFICATION
Digitally printed 16" diameter outdoor grade adhesive back vinyl decals on Floor Vinyl GF210 with Floor nonslip over-laminate.

LOCATION GUIDELINES
+ locate at queue areas

CONTEXT VIEW
CAMPUS GUIDELINES | CVD-04 EXTERIOR 3-DOT SIGN

SPECIFICATION

WindPro Sign Base #USWP500B26 in Black with 22”x 60” double sided direct printed 1/8” styrene inserts outdoor grade overlaminate.

LOCATION GUIDELINES

+ center in path of travel
+ center in front of building entrance while maintaining ADA clearance for accessible entry/access
+ center within landscape features such as concrete break lines, grout lines, intersections, bollards
+ reference plans for additional location details

CONTEXT VIEWS
CAMPUS GUIDELINES | CVD-05 EXTERIOR CIRCULATION SIGN

SPECIFICATION
WindPro Sign Base #USWP500B26 in Black with 22” x 60” double sided direct printed 1/8” styrene inserts outdoor grade overlaminate.

LOCATION GUIDELINES
- single units centered in path of travel (maintain ADA perimeter as necessary)
- locations with 2 or 4 located along perimeter of sidewalk
- center with bollards & light pole/utilities
- reference plans for additional location details

CONTEX VIEWS

center within sidewalk perimeter brick
locate in front of bollards in pedestrian hardcape entrances to site

align center w/ bollard
- CVD-02 LARGE GROUND ARROW DECALS
- CVD-04 EXTERIOR 3. DOT SIGN
- CVD-05 EXTERIOR CIRCULATION SIGN

context views
center within sidewalk perimeter brick
locate in front of bollards in vehicle entrances to site w/ adjacent sidewalks

align center w/ bollard
- center within break lines
locate in sidewalk area on side adjacent to lights & utilities

align center w/ utility base
- CL eq - eq
single units centered in walkway; see location plans
CAMPUS GUIDELINES | CVD-06 EXTERIOR CLOSED ENTRANCE/EXIT ONLY A-FRAME

LAYOUT A
located at closed entry locations
1"= 1'-0"

LAYOUT B
located at closed entry locations

LAYOUT C
located at residence halls

LAYOUT D
located at campus entry points

LAYOUT E
located at restricted access areas

SPECIFICATION
Direct outdoor quality print to 1/8" styrene 24"x36" (made for A frame base)

LOCATION GUIDELINES
- at buildings, center in front of entry doors
- maintain ADA clearance in path of travel
- place in location visible to pedestrian traffic
- align/center to hardscape features (paving patterns, etc)

CONTEXT VIEW
**ATTENTION**

**DO NOT CONGREGATE**

UNITED WE STOP COVID

11/2”- 1’-0”

**SPECIFICATION**

Direct outdoor quality print to 1/8” styrene 24”x36” (made for A frame base)

**LOCATION GUIDELINES**

- Locate in visible area of grass where congregation and outdoor classroom tents occur
- Ensure placement is visible and does not impede path of travel or ADA accessible routes.

**CONTEXT VIEWS**

- Parallel to path
- Parallel to entrance
- 6” from structure

**CVD-07 OPEN SPACE 6’ A-FRAME**
**LOCATION GUIDELINES**

- stagger on benches & tabletops

**SPECIFICATION**

Direct outdoor quality print to 1/16" white ABS plastic 8"x8" with 1/4" holes in each corner for zip ties.
**SPECIFICATION**

Direct outdoor quality print to 1/8” styrene 24”x36” (made for A frame base)

**LOCATION GUIDELINES**

- locate along entry drive at Trojan Check locations
- align adjacent to drive aisle side with trojan check location
- place in location visible to drive aisle without impeding path of travel

**Covid-19 Health & Safety Signage Campaign**

**Installation Guidelines**

**Figures**

- USC CARDINAL (C93 6030)
- USC GOLD (C93 1230)
- WHITE
CAMPUS GUIDELINES | CVD-15 FLOOR SIGNS 6' APART

SPECIFICATION
Digitally printed 16" diameter outdoor grade adhesive back vinyl decals on Floor Vinyl GF210 with Floor nonslip over-laminate.

LOCATION GUIDELINES
- center at base of interior stairs
- distance 12" from last stair rise

CONTEXT VIEWS
Digitally printed 9" diameter outdoor grade adhesive back vinyl decals on Floor Vinyl GF210 with Floor non-slip over-laminate.

**LOCATION GUIDELINES**
- Locate on first stair run at base of interior stairs
- Inset from each side to center in left/right paths of travel
**Campus Guidelines | CVD-17 Capacity Signs**

**Maximum Occupancy**
- **Layout A**
  - 1 AT A TIME
  - United We Stop COVID

- **Layout B**
  - 2 AT A TIME
  - United We Stop COVID
  - 2" = 1'-0"

- **Layout C**
  - 4 AT A TIME
  - United We Stop COVID
  - 2
  - 3
  - 1

- **Layout D**

**Occupancy amount dependent on elevator size**

**Specifications**
- 8.5x11 paper insert (quality white paper)

**Location Guidelines**
- Locate insert plastic insert; center between architectural features and align with adjacent signage
- Provide separation of 2" when located adjacent to existing signage

**Context View**
- Locate at elevator exteriors
- Center on architectural features/panels
- 60" to center when mounted without adjacent signage for alignment
CAMPUS GUIDELINES | CVD-18 ELEVATOR DOOR VINYL WRAP

SPECIFICATION
4'x8' Direct print to ABV applied to elevator doors

LOCATION GUIDELINES
- mounted flush to edges of all elevator doors

CONTEXT VIEW
locate on the exterior of all elevator doors
CAMPUS GUIDELINES | CVD-19 LOBBY WALL POSTERS

SPECIFICATION
wall posters 10”x40” Matte white polyester fabric with repositionable adhesive

LOCATION GUIDELINES
• mounted flush to edges of all elevator doors
• vary posters; do not repeat posters within same siteline

context view

LOCATE ON EMPTY WALL SPACE BETWEEN CLASSROOMS

24” (site verify appropriate height; allow 12” minimum clearspace around all posters)
CAMPUS GUIDELINES | CVD-20 DO NOT USE (SINKS & TOILETS)

LAYOUT A

4" DIA

1

2

LAYOUT B

5" AFF

center on door to toilet stall

stagger mount to every other stall; center horizontally

6" = 1'-0"

SPECIFICATION

4" x 4" 4 mil economy grade vinyl stickers

LOCATION GUIDELINES

• apply to every other restroom stall & sink

stagger mount to every other sink; center above faucet

center on mirror in front of sinks

CVD-20 DO NOT USE SINKS

CVD-20 DO NOT USE TOILETS

CONTEXT VIEW
**SPECIFICATION**

8.5x11 paper insert (quality white paper)

**LOCATION GUIDELINES**

- locate inside plastic insert; center between architectural features and align with adjacent signage
- provide separation of 2" when located adjacent to existing signage/wall mounted features
- locate outside of all classrooms and gathering spaces

**CONTEXT VIEW**

- center on door
- align with adjacent signage
- locate on the exterior of classrooms or gathering rooms
- 2" (where possible)
SPECIFICATION

4" x 4" 4 mil economy grade vinyl stickers

LOCATION GUIDELINES

* center 4" above all drinking fountains
**LOCATION GUIDELINES**

- Refer to Guidelines for Use of Buildings and Common Spaces for optimal classroom layout. (see following page)
CLASSROOMS MULTI USE SPACE

Phase 3 = lesser of 25% capacity or 100 people

Example of Layout Capacity:
MHP 101

72”

6’ Distancing =
0’ for Person + 72” Between People
(6’ Total)

2,130 Sq. Ft.
Pre-COVID-19 Full Capacity: 120
Phase 3 with 6’ Distance, Total Capacity: 30 (includes ADA seating)

Guidelines for Use of Buildings and Common Spaces

LINK: (click to access)
**SPECIFICATION**

Digitally printed 9" diameter outdoor grade adhesive back vinyl decals on Floor Vinyl GF210 with Floor nonslip over-laminate.

**LOCATION GUIDELINES**

- 4 decals located per elevator; inset 9" from elevator walls

---

**CVD-24 ELEVATOR FLOOR DECAL**

- Locate in front of bollards in pedestrian landscape entrances to site.

---

**CONTEXT VIEW**

- Locate at 4 corners of elevator floor
- 9" from wall edge